Designed in India.
Used Across The World.

Technologies

Cut your design costs and time by half or more!
Sosaley Technologies has delivered several award winning solutions for data acquisition, control, and analysis. Our
combined hardware and software solutions are today delivering critical costs savings and improved efficiencies in the
healthcare, automotive, power, and other sectors.
We have developed a proprietary master controller that can be easily adapted to perform varied functions such as
data acquisition, power management, process automation, communication and remote diagnostics. Our controller
has enabled us to cut prototyping time from months to just weeks! Our prototypes deliver advanced features
including smartphone and cloud connectivity, WiFi, Bluetooth, GPRS, GPS, NFC. etc.

Sediment Analyzer / CSIRO, Australia
Australia is a mining country with mineral resources being one of its
main revenue generators. To decide where to mine, Assayers have
been using human intui on to assess the availability of metals. The
assayer mixes sample and water and pours the sediment into a glass
tube. Shaking the tube at a par cular angle, an experienced assayer
can es mate the mineral content. Some of these assayers have 30
years of experience!
CSIRO has been working for over 5 years developing a mathema cal
algorithm that, based on infrared reﬂected oﬀ the sediment, can
give you accurate results in a few minutes.
Sosaley created a tube that is 40cm long. On one side is an IR
transmi er that shoots 54 infrared beams at a frequency of 10
microseconds. On the other side, matching photodiodes grab
the reﬂected infrared and create sedimenta on and
separa on data. In addi on, an accelerometer on the device
senses the angle in which the tube is shaken for s rring the sediment. The
collected data is processed through CSIRO's Matlab rou nes to accurately show
the mineral content of the sediment in a few minutes. The device is completely
portable and uses a Raspberry Pi for local processing as well as communica on.

Digital Signage / US Client

At the opera onal level,
the server chooses the
me and place to display
the ad, and oﬄoads the
ad to a local system that is
connected to a projector
and a camera. At the
precise moment, the
client loads the
adver sement and shows
it on the screen. It also captures snapshots with the camera for billing purposes.
A er tes ng over 10 SBCs, Sosaley decided to use Raspberry Pi as the local
system. It ported a real‐ me OS, developed drivers and communica on rou nes,
and integrated a projector and a camera.
A Watchdog was developed that understands what applica on to run, and also
look out for intrusions. The Watchdog keeps an intensive log of all ac vi es on
the system. The system is capable of playing 4K video and also sync media across
mul ple projectors. If you are walking across a large passageway, mul ple
projectors will seamlessly display the ad for you. For protec on, the system
literally shuts down when it detects an intrusion, including physical inser on of
devices.

A er an intense 12 months of work, the system has gone online and ads are
The US‐based client has invented and patented a zero impact op cal coa ng that being shown live at mul ple places across the US. The system's working at NY's
Penn Sta on is shown above.
converts any facade or surface to an HD resolu on digital storytelling canvas. A
cloud‐based pla orm then delivers immersive stories to these canvases to drive
the customer's ﬁnancial goals.

We have delivered over a dozen prototypes, most of which have gone into full scale production. Our prototypes
increase your product and service features and enhance your competitive edge. We deliver mission-critical
applications and hardware cum software solutions that meet all standards and safety requirements. From data
gathering and remote monitoring to control of devices, cloud enablement, diagnostics and management, our
solutions enable you to move to the 21st century.

ElectroChemo Therapy / Swedish Client
Working with a Scandinavian company that has extensive experience in cancer
treatment, Sosaley has developed the applica on for the next genera on of
electro chemotherapy devices.

the motor. Ta, Tb, and Tc mer values are fed into the PWM register and a graph
analyzed to study the eﬀec veness of the controller. We have managed to
achieve the accuracy needed in terms of the gaps between the mings and a
perfect sinusoidal wave.

Designed for treatment of cutaneous and subcutaneous tumours, the ECT device
can be used inside and outside opera ng rooms. The unique design of the system
opens up small pores in the tumour cells. This enables the injected drugs direct
access to the DNA of the cells.

The motor controller is linked to a CAN/LIN bus and can be used in both two and
four wheelers. The CAN/LIN interface sends data to the ECU, displays current
status, and gets control instruc ons. The motor controller is also designed to use
GPS and other modes for cloud‐based informa on ﬂow.

The whole treatment is painless
and me‐eﬃcient. Ini al clinical
trials have shown very promising
results with powerful
immunotherapeu c eﬀect. The
device is undergoing CE
cer ﬁca on as well as ﬁeld tests in
India, Sweden, and the Philippines. It has already received government approval
in the Philippines for use in hospitals there.

Automatic External Defibrillator / Anna University,
India

Brushless DC Motor Control /
LucasTVS, India

This project/product is following a two‐step process. The ﬁrst is a desktop
prototype that has been completed. The next step is to convert the prototype
into a full produc on model.

Highly portable, the system oﬀers op mized treatment for diﬀerent types of
tumours. An integrated pa ent treatment database makes it easy for physicians
to monitor pa ent cure. With intelligence built in, physicians ﬁnd it extremely
simple and easy to use.

Working with LucasTVS, we have delivered a
digital control system for BLDC motors. The
controller can be used for both accelera ng
and braking the motor. Using three Hall
Sensors to read motor data, the controller
uses a six‐step commuta on logic for exact control of

AED SPECIAL FEATURES

Sosaley is now working with the Swedish company to assemble, test, and deliver
produc on models across the world.

Working with a
• Highly compact unit using multi layered board
leading ins tute in
• Easy fit QUICKCOMBO disposable electrodes
India, we are
• ECG acquisition and detection of all arrhythmia
developing a
• Intuitive and attractive UI
deﬁbrillator to be
• Voice guidance in English and local languages
made available as a
• Display of ECG and vital parameters
kiosk. We are
• Easytoretrieve storage of all vital parameters of the
incorpora ng years
event
of research of the
•
Safe Impedance based energy delivery
ins tute and
• Indicators for right/wrong usage
conver ng that into
• Low battery indicator and easily removable battery
a product that is
funded by DST and the state government.

Battery Management System / Product
Sosaley has developed an advanced ba ery management system (BMS) that
works across all ba ery types. Ini ally developed for UPS/Inverter, Sosaley's BMS
now works for cars, trucks, forkli s and a myriad other types of vehicles.

The future promises to be even more exciting. Our clients are hitting the market with renewed vigor using Sosaley as
their R&D. Take a look at some of the products we have designed and developed for them.
Sosaley's carBMS is a popular product that, in addi on to giving the status of the
ba ery, delivers a number of other features including engine status and vehicle
posi on. carBMS’s non‐invasive 60‐second installa on and GPS delivers an easy
methodology for ﬂeet owners to monitor their vehicles and drivers.

Automotive BMS / Product
Sosaley has also started
working on an
automo veBMS for
electric vehicles. The
automo veBMS
will have easy
plug and play
connec vity,
manage the
charging of the
ba ery, and interact
with the vehicle management system through CAN/LIN bus. Based upon our
successful BMS, we are developing a management system for automo ve
Lithium‐Ion ba eries. Tapping into individual cells, the ABMS will get the exact
status of the ba eries and deliver cri cal informa on to the driver and service
engineers. Consis ng of monitoring, control and, communica on units, the ABMS
will deliver on SOC, SOH, alerts and alarms, charge control, demand
management, cell protec on, fail safe, and cell balancing. The ABMS will be
linked to the vehicle's ECU and VMS through Can Bus.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring Systems
TPMS monitors the air pressure and temperature of all the tyres of a vehicle.
Designed for heavy vehicles, TPMS can handle up to 5 trailers connected to a
truck. The pressure and temperature of each tyre are displayed on a driver
console in a user‐friendly screen. Compa ble with CAN bus protocol, TPMS can
be integrated to Engine ECU and Vehicle Management System.

GSM Gateway
Developed for oil and gas process industry, mul ple trap sensors measure the
ﬂow of liquids and other ingredients. Connected through an RS232C/485 serial
port, the Gateway logs all the data that comes from the Modbus. On the other

end, the GSM Gateway can connect to up to 10 smartphones. Internal logic
analyses the data on a con nuous basis. As soon as some set thresholds are
crossed, an alert is sent to the designated smartphone. A simple app on the
smartphone enables the user to send control instruc ons back to the Modbus
gateway.
Designed for harsh environments, the GSM Gateway is an integral part of
Sosaley's IoT oﬀering.

Wireless ECG
A func onal and tested prototype for a fully wireless ECG
that sends readings to a smartphone and the cloud. The
product is designed to be a simple belt based ECG that the
pa ent can connect himself, completely elimina ng the ECG
machine. The smart phone displays data and graphs familiar
to doctors and nurses. This is the ﬁrst me in the world that
a wireless system has been created that can read and
analyse data from 12 leads. Opens up possibili es of remote
monitoring without the need to visit a medical test centre.

Driver Fatigue Detection
Working along with CEERI, Sosaley is developing an AI powered Driver Fa gue
Detector. Using mul ple ECG/PPG sensors on the
seat, backrest, steering etc, the system will
con nuously monitor physiological parameters of
the driver in a non‐intrusive manner. These
sensors will be combined with smart
camera systems for
acquiring both
behavioral measures and
physiological measures.
The smart camera will
work both in visible light
as well IR spectrum to
measure distrac on,
head movement, eyelids,
yawning, etc. The data acquired will be used for real‐ me monitoring and
detec on of driver fa gue.

We specialize in the design and
development of embedded systems for
automo ve, healthcare, power, and
other industries.
Our robust IoT and Cloud Eco‐Systems can cut
your digital transforma on me and costs by half
or more.

Interested?
Get in touch

Our Sosaley Master Controller has everything
needed for quick connec vity. Our Sosaley Cloud
Framework has real me alerts, analy cs, and
detailed analysis that will have a posi ve impact
on your produc vity and proﬁtability.

+91‐44‐22430611. Ext. 30

Iconic clients including CSIRO of Australia,
Chemotech of Sweden, Lucas TVS, and Armstrong
are changing their market strategy with design
and development help from us.

+91‐44‐42049926. Ext. 30
sales@sosaley.in

Act today to be part of the $1Trillion digital India
of 2022. Get in touch with us today to see how we
can work together.
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www.sosaley.com

